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Here is an instruction manual for the novice worker in rawhide. Unlike many other works on the

subject, this book assumes no previous knowledge or experience. The reader is shown in drawings

and photographs every step of the procedure, from starting with a fresh cowhide, through cutting

strings and braiding them, to finished reatas, bosals, hobbles, or reins. The book also is useful to

the collector of braided rawhide by demonstrating what to look for when buying an article. "For those

who collect, use, or aspire to learn how to make your own cowboy horse gear, don't miss Woolery's

book." --Western Horseman
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A contributor to The Western Horseman, Western Outfitters, and Horse Course! Woolery is

preserving an art that is disappearing from modern life with the declining number of its original

practitioners. He is the founder of the Rawhide and Leather Braiders Association.

This is a great book if you have been braiding a little and have an idea of how to tie a few knots

already. I recommend this book to everyone, but if you're looking for a "How to book", I think you'll

be disappointed because there are not a lot of illustrations. What I found to be the most help was

the hide and string preparation, and frankly an option to "Bruce Grant", who I do recommend to

beginners.

Very well illustrated and informational.



Use it often

Very good book to get into braiding horse tack with material, not just rawhide. Easy to follow and

learn as a beginner . I would recommend this book for beginners or those who already have some

knowledge

After reading "Leather Braiding" by B. GrantÂ Leather BraidingÂ this one pales by comparison.

Illustrations and cryptic instructions are not very user friendly. If you are serious about horse tack

then maybe it's for you. But if you want to make some pretty and useful everyday items go for

Grant's book.

Lovely, detailed, well illustrated instruction book. Not for quick, weekend projects. Does give a great

perspective and appreciation for a well made rawhide braided item.

This is a fine book wi all of the information you need to braid rawhide. i would recommend it fir you

Good book. If you have some experience, it would be helpful, as this book is really not for a total

novice/beginner. I would recommend it highly under those circumstances.
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